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1. PivotalBaseSM

PivotalPath covers a distilled universe of 1,500+ institutionally relevant hedge
funds selected for our clients. We collect data of monthly frequency, with an average
of 100 data points per fund covered. Data acquisition is performed throughout the
month following reporting. Data is stored and managed on our cloud-based SQL
proprietary database PivotalBaseSM.

2. PivotalClassificationSM

The PivotalClassificationSMrepresents a proprietary classification of the funds
covered by PivotalPath into 25+ nested StrategyTypes. As an example, within the
Event Driven category we distinguish the following 3 StrategyTypes:

• Event Driven: Equity Special Situations
• Event Driven: Merger Arbitrage
• Event Driven: Multi-Event

Through its StrategyType, each fund is being assigned an appropriate Market Bench-
mark and a set of Risk Factors that capture the risk profile of the funds of the fund
(these are publicly available indicators that are featured on PivotalBase).

Fund −→ Strategy Type −→ [Market Benchmark]

Fund −→ Strategy Type −→ {Set of Risk Factors}

3. PivotalRating SystemSM

The current iteration of the PivotalRating SystemSMfocuses on three features
that are quantified, rated, and then aggregated into a final performance score:
performance, alpha and drawdown. Performance and drawdown are obtained from
the time series of fund returns, while Jensen’s alpha is obtained by estimating
a multivariate factor model with the corresponding risk factors as independent
variables (see section 9 for details).

We use a dual statistical significance test of each of these features: a) relative to
the theoretical distribution DH0

attached to the null hypothesis of its econometric
specification; b) relative to its peer group distribution DPG. These are combined
into a total score as follows: if φi represents the feature φ calculated for fund i (at
a given point in time), then

AbsScore[φi] := Prob(φ < φi|DH0
)

RelScore[φi] := Prob(φ < φi|DPG)

TotScore[φi] := 0.5 AbsScore[φi] + 0.5 RelScore[φi] .

The relative score calculation uses the normal distribution approximation to DPG:

RelScore[φi] = Φ

(
φi − avg(φ|PG)

stdev(φ|PG)

)
,
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where Φ is the the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the standard normal1;
avg(φ|PG) and stdev(φ|PG) are the sample mean and sample standard deviation of
the feature φ within its peer group PG2. In particular, the total score of performance
combines the (statistical significance of the) Sharpe ratio with the relative perfor-
mance (z-score) within the StrategyType.

The PivotalScoreSM is an aggregate score between 0 and 100 that combines
the three performance metrics enumerated above. In the current iteration this
is expressed as the equal weighted linear combination of the features scores (see
section (9) for details):

PivotalScoreSM :=
1

3
(TotScore[perf] + TotScore[drd] + TotScore[alpha])

4. StrategyBenchmarks

For a given StrategyType, the StrategyBenchmark represents the return, net of
fees, of the portfolio fully invested in a set of representative funds for the given
strategy. The portfolio has the following characteristics:

• re-balanced monthly
• equal weighted
• long only

The representative funds are selected based on the following criteria:

• membership to the given StrategyType
• AUM greater than USD $50mm
• valid rating for the previous month
• minimum pool of eligible funds: 10

The penultimate condition is equivalent to the fund having, at the beginning of the
month, 18 months of track record and, at the same time, having 10 peer funds in
the StrategyType with at least 18 months of track record each.

5. StrategyIndicators

We extend the definition of the StrategyBenchmark to operate a selection within
each StrategyType based on the current rating. Currently, we have developed two
different classes of indicators.
i) Long only, fully invested:

• Benchmark: described in the previous section
• TopScore: portfolio of funds in the top quartile by PivotalScoreSM .
• LowScore: portfolio of funds in the bottom quartile by PivotalScoreSM .

ii) Long/short spread portfolios (zero net exposure, twice leveraged):

• HML: TopScore minus LowScore (long funds in the top quartile, short funds
in the bottom quartile)
• HMB: high minus benchmark
• BML: benchmark minus low

Example: CRDDS B, CRDDS H, CRDDS L, CRDDDS HML, CRDDS HMB, CRDDS BML
are the six StrategyIndicatorsassociated to the Credit: Distressed strategy type.

1Φ(x) = 1√
2π

∫ x
−∞ e−t

2/2dt
2avg(φ|PG) = 1

|PG|
∑
j∈PG φj etc.
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6. PivotalIndicators

Finally, we construct AUM-weighted indicators at the entire hedge fund universe
level by aggregating individual strategy indicators. In what follows we highlight
three of these indicators: PivotalBenchmark, PivotalTopScore, PivotalLowScore.

7. Backtest: PivotalIndicators

The following statistics summarize the results of an out-of-sample backtest of
the over 11+ years (Jan 1997-Mar 2018).

Jan1997 - Mar2018 PivotalBenchmark PivotalTopScore PivotalLowScore
Return (ann) 12.3% 14.5% 11.3%

Volatility (ann) 5.2% 5.6% 7.3%
Max drawdown −13.0% −4.8% −19.7%

Skewness −0.03 1.07 0.18
Sharpe Ratio 2.38 2.60 1.55

Performance t-stat 11.0 12.0 7.1

The out-performance of the PivotalTopScore relative to PivotalLowScore (3.2% on
an annualized basis, statistically significant at the 1% level) is a direct reflection
of the out-of-sample performance of the fund selection methodology based on the
PivotalRating SystemSM.

8. Comparison with the HFRI Composite

The following statistics summarize the comparison with the HFRI Composite
over 10+ years (Jan 2008-Mar 2018)3.

Jan2008 - Mar2018 HFRI Composite PivotalBenchmark PivotalTopScore
Return (ann) 3.4% 7.0% 8.6%

Volatility (ann) 5.2% 4.9% 3.9%
Max drawdown −19.3% −13.0 −4.8%

Skewness −1.45 −0.64 −0.27
Sharpe Ratio 0.66 1.42 2.21

Performance t-stat 2.1 4.6 7.1

The results of a univariate regression

Y = α+ β ×HFRI Composite + [residual]

are as follows (cf. Section 10 for accompanying scatter plots).

Y α(ann) βHFRI R2 corr (R)
PivotalBenchmark 3.9% 0.89 91% 95%
PivotalTopScore 6.4% 0.64 73% 85%

3The HFRI Composite monthly returns series is available starting Jan 2008.
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9. Appendix. Rating Calculation

rt,n = monthly return at time t of a generic fund n; PG = its peer group.

retn[t; 12M ] =
1

12

11∑
h=0

rt−h,n

voln[t; 12M ] =
√

12 stdev(rn(t− 11 : t))

drdn[t; 12M ] = − min
t−11≤τ1≤τ2≤t

τ2∑
s=τ1

rs,n

αn[t; 18M ] = intercept (α) in the multivariate regression:

rτ,n = α+

K∑
k=1

βkf
(n)
τ,k + ετ , t− 18 < τ ≤ t,

where f
(n)
τ,k are the monthly returns of the K risk factors assigned4 to fund n.

AbsScore[perf] = Φ

(
retn[t; 12M ]

voln[t; 12M ]

)
RelScore[perf] = Φ

(
retn[t; 12M ]− avg(retn[t; 12M ]|PG)

stdev(retn[t; 12M ]|PG)

)
TotScore[perf] = 0.5 AbsScore[perf] + 0.5 RelScore[perf]

AbsScore[alpha] = cdftstat

(
αn[t; 12M ]

SE(α̂)
; 17−K)

)
RelScore[alpha] = Φ

(
αn[t; 12M ]− avg(α|PG)

stdev(α|PG)

)
TotScore[alpha] = 0.5 AbsScore[alpha] + 0.5 RelScore[alpha]

AbsScore[drd] = 1− cdfmdd
(
drdn[t; 12M ]

voln[t; 12M ]

)
RelScore[drd] = 1− Φ

(
drdn[t; 12M ]− avg(drdn[t; 12M ]|PG)

stdev(drdn[t; 12M ]|PG)

)
TotScore[drd] = 0.5 AbsScore[drd] + 0.5 RelScore[drd]

PRSagg = 100× (TotScore[perf] + TotScore[alpha] + TotScore[drd])/3

PivotalScoreSM = SigmoidFun(PRSagg)

Note. In the above we used the following notations: Φ(x) = 1√
2π

∫ x
−∞ e−t

2/2dt for

the cdf of the normal distribution; cdftstat(x, df) for the cdf of the t-statistic with

df degrees of freedom.; cdfmdd(x) = 2
π

∑∞
n=0

(−1)n
n+1/2 exp{−π2(n + 1/2)2/(2x2)} for

the cdf of the maximum drawdown of the standard Brownian motion.

4via the PivotalClassificationSM
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10. Appendix. HFRI Comparison


